
The electric vehicle build programme for New Zealand schools!

Take up the challenge to use an electric bike kit to power an 
electric bike or cart of your own design, and outdo your friends 

on Race Day!

5.  transmission



Is  gearing needed?

When the motor is starting off very large currents rush from the 
battery through the copper wire windings in the motor. These 
have very low resistance at this stage and huge turning forces 
(Torque) are generated by the large current. As the motor begins 
to spin a type of resistance (impedance) builds up to reduce the 
current and therefor the size of the turning force. As the motor 
speed builds up the impedance grows and reduces the current 
size and torque. 

In this way the motor starts with huge torque but plateaus after a 
while and speed will not increase. The trick is to use this low 
down torque several times by changing up to a higher gear and 
using the high torque again.

As can be seen from these curves: 
Max Torque occurs when revs are zero
Max power occurs at approx. ___ % of max revs 
Max efficiency occurs at approx. ___ % of max revs 

We need to be able to 
use this information!



Is  gearing needed?

This is not so different to when you turn the pedals on your bike.

Starting out, you stand on your pedals and produce large turning forces but 
once underway in a low gear you end up pedalling so fast you cant get the 
same pressure on the pedals and the speed ultimately stops growing.

The electric motor is exactly the same, but on most bikes you then fix the 
problem by switching up to a higher gear. This will allow you to slow down 
the pedalling stand on the pedals again to apply large torque and have the 
back wheel rotate faster (greater road speed). Starting off in this gear would 
be a lot harder.

In this way we need different gears to get underway to the ones we need for 
top speed.

Standing on your pedals for max torque (low speed) in low gear

Speedy pedalling for max speed low torque in high gear.



Playing with gears 1

Driver	gear								Driven	gear

Turn the Driver gear one full turn. How much does the Driven gear turn?

Gear ratio = Driver turns =  Teeth on Driver  =   _______________
Driven  turns  Teeth on Driven

Repeat the above
Gear ratio  = Driver turns = Teeth on Driver  =  ________________

Driven turns       Teeth on Driven

Repeat the above
Gear ratio  = Driver turns = Teeth on Driver = ________________

Driven turns Teeth on Driven

Which gives the highest gearing   Small to Large   or   Large to Small?

Which is the fast gearing  _____________________________________

Which would you use for going slowly up hill? ____________________

Which gearing would you engage if you were pushing off from a standing 
start?  ____________________________________________________
Why? _____________________________________________________

We will have ensure our motor can get the vehicle underway and then 
decide on which gearing we can use to get the highest speed.

While these are gears and not a sprocket and chain system like a bike it 
still has the same principles. When a link of the chain comes off the driver 
sprocket a link turns onto the driven sprocket. The big difference with a 
chain and sprockets though is both sprockets turn in the same direction.

1. Print 2 copies the gears on the right into stiff card
2. Cut them out  and colour the small ones yellow, big ones blue
3. We will get them to mesh and put a drawing pin through their 

centre and into a stiff cardboard backing
4. Now let’s see the difference between gear combinations.



Playing with gears 2
Driven                         Driver Most gearing we will use will be like this. Most direct drives will be 

like this (amended diagram) where a small driver sprocket drives a 
larger rear sprocket.

If driving onto a pedal crank and using the bikes gearing a ratio of 
1:1 for the motor and pedal crank driven sprocket will then allow 
the bike gears scope to perform well.

You will have to experiment with the gearing that will get your 
vehicle off the mark and the best gearing your motor can use to 
achieve max speed. Retaining the bikes gears is very useful in this 
experimentation.

Three build requirement that are absolutely critical are
1) Ensure your sprockets are accurately aligned – otherwise the chain could break.
2) Tension the chain to make sure it cannot jump teeth or jump off
3) Make sure the mount is very sturdy, otherwise its torque will break it off its 

mounts.as it gets the vehicle going. It is MUCH stronger than it looks



Gearing options– direct drive systems

Is this geared up or down?
How can you tell

With this gearing it will be set to either
Accelerate quickly 

Or  it could be set up for ________________________________

This has a very large back sprocket. It 
looks to be very   _____ geared.

It was entered in the Open class and 
must have a motor that with a
low / high rev limit.



Gearing options– multiple stage transmissions

Some variations of the motor driving the 
pedal crank and leaving the full bike gears 
available to take advantage of the high 
torque but quick rev out of this electric motor.

All of these systems use a two step chain drive to 
enable the gearing system of a bike to be used 
effectively. Usually this means the electric motor drives 
the pedal crank which them drives through the bike 
chain and gears to the back wheel.

Teams identify which gearing they need in order to 
optimise performance for each event.

The Drag Race needs the vehicle to get off the mark 
quickly and the transition through an intermediate 
gear to reach the high gear needed for highest speed

The stopping and starting of the Gymkhana requires a 
low gear and possibly one higher one

Good performance in the Economy Run requires the 
vehicle last as long as possible for the lowest energy 
draw from the battery.



Bike derailleur system

From <http://bikesonrobson.com/wp-content/uploads/2012/12/06-131-rear-derailleur.jpg> 

At the back wheel of a geared bike. The derailleur 
system pushes or pulls the chain across to select 
smaller or larger sprockets and therefore changes the 
gearing.

A similar system often controls 3 sprockets on the front 
pedal cluster too. With 3 choices on the front and 7 on 
the back you can then  achieve 21 gears.

This a useful video explanation of bike gearing systems 
<https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=j82TeunzkWM>

A useful gearing and gear change mechanism that is 
appropriate for the Standard Kit motors.



Continuously variable transmission (CVT)

Waimea C used a CVT (Continuously Variable 
transmission) system in their vehicle in 2019. 
The system effectively gives them any gearing 
they need. Gearing can be connected to RPM 
to ensure it is always geared to always be 
working in the maximum torque range of the 
motor.

This system supplies any gearing 
needed. A “V” belt is used between 
two vee pulleys much like a chain, 
BUT the separation of the sides of the 
pulleys can be altered. 

As the sides of the drive pulley are 
separated, the belt moves down 
toward the centre of the pulley, 
connecting with it in a smaller circle. 

At the same time the driven pulley 
squeezes in and the belt moves out to 
be driven by circle of larger diameter. 
The pulleys are adjusted continuously 
to keep the motor revving in its max 
torque range.



Some optimised gearing outcomes

Te Kopuku C designed their gearing well for 
the Street Circuit.

No need for much gearing in 
this Cambridge HS design!

Scots C had their gearing 
optimised in achieving 57kph!



P e r f o r m a n c e  d a t a  f o r  t h e  s t a n d a r d  3 5 0 w  m o t o r

This data was supplied by 
the motor manufacturer




